
EU-SOUTH EAST EUROPE INTERCONNECTION 
Proposal for the 

consultation on the extension of TEN-T axes to neighbouring countries 
 

The European Union is starting accession talks with Croatia within weeks and this 
occasion makes revisiting relations including infrastructural links between the parties 
even more timely and due.  The situation study and potential connection between the 
future transport network of the EU and that of the West Balkan or South East Europe 
including Croatia is on the agenda with decisions of long term impact are at stake 
now.  
 
The two accession countries Bulgaria and Romania were, while Croatia was not 
represented in the TEN-T High Level Group led by Mr. Van Miert, thus the mutual 
interests of both the European Union and Croatia could not be considered in the 
recommendations and later in the regulation on TEN-T including a list of priority 
projects.  The present initiative offers an opportunity to do so before the next review 
due in 2009. 
 
Considering that 
 a new transport axis between the Baltic and Adriatic sea connecting six 
countries by direct link is of high importance for both the EU and all countries involved 

this status has been acknowledged in an amendment to the TEN-T priority 
project list supported by substantial majority in the European Parliament on 13/03/04 

the Hungarian section of the new axis is part of TEN-T, its extension follows 
panEuropean corridor VC Ploce-Budapest - clear recognition of high European priority 

the realisation of this new motorway provides an absolutely vital link for Bosnia 
& Herzegovina also, opening access in 2 directions - the Adriatics & mainland Europe 
 
also referring to progress so far 

the construction of the Croatian section of the Baltic-Adriatic motorway will 
begin this year and the nearly 100 km will be realised without EU funding by 2007 

on the EU i.e. Hungarian side building of the first 60 km stage from Budapest 
has already started and will be completed from national budget by March 2006 

parts of the motorway in Bosnia & Herzegovina are also under construction 
financed totally by external sources 
 
it should be stated, that 
in simultaneous construction and from predominantly non-EU financing the proposed 
Budapest-Ploce road axis may be the very first realisation of the extension of TEN-T 
to the West Balkan – a very Quick Project indeed! 

 
thus the undersigned public authorities  
- recommend to reinforce the high interest status of the Ploce–Budapest motorway, 
- propose to include it into the extended TEN-Transport priority project list, and 
- suggest to declare the development of the harbour of Ploce of high TEN-T priority. 
 
Discussed and approved by   Danube-Drava-Sava Euregional Cooperation 
or regional authorities / governments of Tolna, Baranya, / South TransDanubia, / HU 

Osijecko-Baransko Zupanije, etc / HR 
Tuzla Canton, etc. / BiH  








